WRESTLERS DEFEAT NORTHEASTERN

Defense Proves Ineffective As Engineers Drop Hockey Game to Dartmouth

MAT MEN EASY VICTORS IN INITIAL MEET OF SEASON

Technology Takes Five of the Seven Bouts by Falls and Overtime Period. The Engineers' wrestlers held intermittently with Wol by Morris soon succumbed to a Nel. Just preceding, the game of Luke and Cast. Estes featured for Technology's

Both men appeared wearied at the end by overtime period and threw Katzift with a fact that the wrestlers from Northeastern Technology Takes Five of the Seven Bouts by Falls and 3 seconds when Greer went from half time wag 19-9, favor Tech. The resistance and wriggled out of danger from leading

minutes and 50 seconds. their opening

The 175 pound match was won by

The 115 pound bout between Coyle and Ramsey with a double arm lock. Time, 6

weeks and 3 seconds when Greer went from half time was 19-9, favor Tech. The resistance and wriggled out of danger from leading

minutes and 50 seconds. their opening
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